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I hate people who say, “oh no, it’s too cold to go out tonight”. They should have their boring asses sent straight to a fiery hell! Winter is the best time to go out! The smell of B.O vacates the dance floors, the line-ups are shorter, windows fog up so you can draw on them ... OK, so I can’t actually think of more reasons to go out during the winter. But hey, how about we all do our small city and social lives a favour and not let the cold keep us from the pubs and clubs this winter! Whether it’s four degrees, raining or hailig, the cold is no excuse not to go out. Read on and you’ll be as happy as Larry, walking in a winter wonderland down Hindley Street in no time.

**Eds - For future reference and to all of TJ’s friends and loyal readers: she does NOT lay out the content of this page.**

Totally HOT places for really COLD nights:

The Maid and Magpie - 1 Magill Road
For a much cooler take on a traditional night at the pub head to The Maid. Lots of space, pretty lighting and dark little corners plus good to great food. Heats up on Friday nights with the after work crowd as well as the young.

The Duke - 82 Currie Street
If you want to dance off the cold, go to The Duke! There are always drink specials, and hilarious fun happening here. Busy on Saturday nights, so get yourself onto one of the two dance floors to warm up! As a bonus, the DJ never says no requests, provided it's fantastically trashy pop!

Ed Castle - 233 Currie Street
Recently become not ‘that drag show place’, the Ed Castle has had a hot little makeover and is newly appointed home to Adelaide’s ‘alterna-crowd’. Keep an eye out for great live music and DJ sets that frequent here. Good times happen on a Thursday night.

Sangria Bar - 140 Gouger Street
Sister to the amazing tapas place Mesa Lunga, Sangria is a cute and colourful little joint with plenty of charm. The range of sangria and cocktails is impressively extensive and delicious; Perfect for a quiet or messy night. Best on Saturdays.

How To Brave The Not-Really-Very-Cold-At-All Winter in A*Town

1- Girls, invest in a teeny weeny umbrella. They come small enough to fit in a clutch, I swear! Works for going place to place and for line-ups. People will be so jealous of this genius idea.

2- Wear a jacket! Don’t be idiot and save yourself a case of pneumonia. Short, skimpy dresses are for summer and skanks only. If you’re going to wear one at least have a jacket, which can always be left under a table or to the side of a dance floor when not needed.

3- Pre-drink! Two of my favourite words put together for simple awesomeness. What a great excuse to get warm by sitting at home with a sack of goon, so you’re well and truly on fire before you take on the city.

4- Red wine. Another two of my favourite words! For some reason - perhaps because it’s alcohol - red wine makes everybody warm and fuzzy inside. A couple of glasses or bottles is sure to get you pumped for a night out... or fall asleep. Preferably the former.

6- At the risk of quoting Fall Out Boy (ugh) dance, dance! Seriously though, dancing is the perfect way to beat the winter blues. It doesn’t matter where you are, crank out the sprinkler or the nut bush to turn up the heat. Fun shall be had by all - especially the people watching you.

7- Do not be afraid of the flats! I’ve seen plenty of girls fall over because of slippery, rained-on cement. Put away your heels for the cold months and choose boots or flats; your future embarrassed self-will thank you for it.
Hey It’s Me...
On Dit’s Social Pages

Fairtrade Coffee Launch
Wednesday 14th May

Sarah’s 21st
Friday 9th May

I hate people who say, “oh no, it’s too cold to go out tonight”. They should have their boring asses sent straight to a fiery hell! Winter is the best time to go out! The smell of B.O vacates the dance floors, the line-ups are shorter, windows fog up so you can draw on them … OK, so I can’t actually think more other reasons to go out during the winter. But hey, how about we all do our small city and social lives a favour and not let the cold keep us from the pubs and clubs this winter! Whether it’s four degrees, raining or hailing, the cold is no excuse not to go out. Read on and you’ll be as happy as Larry, walking in a winter wonderland down Hindley Street in no time.

TJ

**Eds - For future reference and to all of TJ’s friends and loyal readers: she does NOT lay out the content of this page. me luv boiz...

How To Brave The Not-Really-Very-Cold-At-All Winter in A*Town

1- Girls, invest in a teeny weeny umbrella. They come small enough to fit in a clutch, I swear! Works for going place to place and for line-ups. People will be so jealous of this genius idea.

2- Wear a jacket! Don’t be idiot and save yourself a case of pneumonia. Short, skimpy dresses are for summer and skanks only. If you’re going to wear one at least have a jacket, which can always be left under a table or to the side of a dance floor when not needed.

3- Pre-drink! Two of my favourite words put together for simple awesomeness. What a great excuse to get warm by sitting at home with a sack of goon, so you’re well and truly on fire before you take on the city.

4- Red wine. Another two of my favourite words! For some reason - perhaps because it’s alcohol - red wine makes everybody warm and fuzzy inside. A couple of glasses or bottles is sure to get you pumped for a night out.. or fall asleep. Preferably the former.

6- At the risk of quoting Fall Out Boy (ugh) dance, dance! Seriously though, dancing is the perfect way to beat the winter blues. It doesn’t matter where you are, crank out the sprinkler or the nut bush to turn up the heat. Fun shall be had by all - especially the people watching you.

7- Do not be afraid of the flats! I’ve seen plenty of girls fall over because of slippery, rained-on cement. Put away your heels for the cold months and choose boots or flats; your future embarrassed self-will thank you for it.

Totally HOT places for really COLD nights:

- The Maid and Magpie – 1 Magill Road
  For a much cooler take on a traditional night at the pub head to The Maid. Lots of space, pretty lighting and dark little corners plus good to great food. Heats up on Friday nights with the after work crowd as well as the young.

- The Duke – 82 Currie Street
  If you want to dance off the cold, go to The Duke! There are always drink specials, and hilarious fun happening here. Busy on Saturday nights, so get yourself onto one of the two dance floors to warm up! As a bonus, the DJ never says no requests, provided it’s fantastically trashy pop!

- Ed Castle – 233 Currie Street
  Recently become not ‘that drag show place’, the Ed Castle has had a hot little makeover and is newly appointed home to Adelaide’s ‘alterna-crowd’. Keep an eye out for great live music and DJ sets that frequent here. Good times happen on a Thursday night.

- Sangria Bar – 140 Gouger Street
  Sister to the amazing tapas place Mesa Lunga, Sangria is a cute and colourful little joint with plenty of charm. The range of sangria and cocktails is impressively extensive and delicious; Perfect for a quiet or messy night. Best on Saturdays.

The gospel according to TJ
On Dit

Fortnightly during term time - it's your student newspaper
News, issues, culture, reviews and more!
Read it because it's your voice on campus
Send contributions/love to: ondit@adelaidedi.edu.au

Pint Wednesdays
$4 Local and $5.50 Imported
A Pint & Schnitzel or,
S&P Squid or,
Curry
All for just $15
Between 6 - 9pm
live music
Sean Robertson - from 8pm

RoBio Hood
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